Horticulture Label and Tag Printing
Print full colour plant tags and
labels on demand

pot labels ◦ keyhole tags
pin tags
The SwiftColor SCL-4000P printer is an ideal
solution for printing ful colour plant labels
and tags on demand.
Self-adhesive labels and non-adhesive tags
can be printed in any quantity without
expensive printing plates, large minimum
order quantities or long lead times.
Pigmented inks are used to ensure long life
in outdoor conditions including prolonged UV
and water exposure.
Materials exceeding 400 micron thickness
can be printed making the SCL-4000P
perfect for printing rigid pin tags.
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versatile printing
The SCL4000P will print directly onto a wide range of
materials including paper and PP labels, flexible PP
keyhole / loop tags and rigid PP typically used for pin tags.
One printer can be used to print on all material types with
quik changeover times.
Labels and tags can be printed at up to 200mm/sec
(8”/sec) with a resolution of 1200dpi.
Full width Canon inline inkjet printheads are used to allow
quick printing speeds avoiding the need for the printheads
to traverse across the labels or tags.
Large, 240ml individual CMYK ink cartridges ensure
economical printing.
NiceLabel Express software is included as standard to
allow complex label designs to be created including
graphics, text, variable data (date, time, offset date,
counters...), barcodes and 2D codes (including QR codes).
A Windows printer driver is included to allow printing
diectly from Windows applications.

long-lasting
SwiftColor pigmented inks have been developed to
ensure printed tags are extremely durable against
UV exposure, water and extremes of temperature.
UV testing has been carried out on Swiftcolor PP
tag material and inks in accordance with
ISO18930:2011 with results far exceeding industry
standards for traditional printed media.
Water resistance has been tested with both droplets
and full submersion. In both cases there is no
detectable change to the print quality or brightness
even after prolonged submersion.
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